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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Any reta
iler

today loo
king

at the tra
ditional
business
metrics
is setting
himself u
p to fail.

Retail Moneyball
I HAD A CONVERSATION WITH A RETAIL EXECUTIVE RECENTLY WHO TOLD ME HE THOUGHT SOMETHING

was “unfair.” His argument went something like this. Online retailers don’t pay sales tax like he does. They
don’t have the labor force he has and they don’t have to deal with landlords in numerous states. And, oh
yeah, many of his vendor “partners” are now bypassing him and selling direct to consumers.
While I heard him out, I walked away from that conversation thinking that this guy was not long for his
job. He’s looking at his business all wrong. Yes, he faces some competitive disadvantages, but any retailer
today looking at the traditional business metrics is setting himself up to fail.
Retailers need to take a “Moneyball” approach to their businesses. “Moneyball” was written in 2003 by
Michael Lewis about the Oakland Athletics and how they were able to flourish as a small market team by
throwing out the conventional ways of assessing baseball talent and looking for more subtle, less expensive
and more efficient ways of doing things.
The book’s sub-title tells you everything you need to know about The Moneyball philosophy: “The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game.”
How does that translate for retailers? Let’s start with people. The typical retail executive is either an
experienced merchant or store operations executive. That’s old school. The retail executive of the future
will be more of a general manager: someone who can craft strategy, read a marketplace and lead a team.
Execs in the sporting goods business are like managers and coaches of top sports teams. There are a select
few who are true difference makers, but there is a great deal of middling talent that is constantly recycled
and shuffles from one job to the next. Oftentimes people tell me they will read of a senior level executive
appointment and think “How the hell did that guy get another job?”
Until that changes, our industry will be stuck in the good old days.
I was talking to some friends the other day about the first baseball gloves we ever owned and almost
everyone had a memory of who “endorsed” their glove (for the record, mine was Norm Cash, a slick
fielding first baseman for the Tigers). Athletic endorsements don’t carry nearly the weight they once
did. Consumer reviews are the new endorsements. That’s certainly the case with online purchases. And
it’s also true in good specialty stores. I’m constantly impressed when I observe an associate in a retail
store using personal experiences to educate a consumer and close a sale. My kids had a great time
at Half Moon Outfitters in Charleston this summer buying GoPro accessories from an associate who
talked knowledgably, passionately and humorously about his experience with the gear. To compete
with the “unfair” advantage of online merchants, brick-and-mortar stores need to be able to bring the
“review”concept to their retail floors. I love going to book stores and looking at the “Staff Picks” selections
on the wall. It plays to the strengths of a store’s staff, letting their geeked-out employees showcase their
expertise and knowledge to consumers.
One of the main “unfair” advantages of the Internet is the endless number of SKUs it offers — every size,
every color, every brand. That can all be daunting to a consumer. Moneyball retailing favors a “curated”
approach. Stores, especially smaller specialty retailers, are better served by offering a “curated” approach.
Their presentation should reflect a point of view and a taste level that consumers can’t get online or in
other stores. “A sea of same-ness” is one of the biggest complaints I hear about retail floors. All the stores
have the same product from the same brands.
The business climate is calling out for something new. As you read this, it’s most likely cold out and your
stores are filled with boots, warm socks and winter jackets. Nevertheless, I encourage you to Play Ball. O
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Crocs is getting its brand back on track.

Crocs Aims to Do More with Less

C

rocs execs have a plan in place to get the brand back on track.
Crocs sold 55 million pairs last year and has been dramatically
reducing SKU counts: Spring ’16 will be 40 percent smaller than
Spring ’15, and Fall ’16 will be 50 percent smaller than Fall ’15.
An estimated 70 percent of Spring ’16 products will be globally
aligned and available, versus about 10 percent previously.
Also, Crocs, which counts the U.S., U.K., Germany, China, Japan and South
Korea as its top six markets, has consolidated its e-commerce site to a
dozen from 20 previously and realized a 30 percent sales lift in the second
quarter. According to SVP–global merchandising Michelle Poole, the brand
will be “putting the iconic clog at the heart of our brand,” refreshing the
style with more athletic-inspired and feminine looks. Style updates will come
more frequently, Poole says, adding that the brand has failed in the past

to modernize styles as often as their shopper is looking for, especially in
women’s.
Crocs will also be focusing much more intensely on creating franchises of
key products, taking successful models and expanding the offering in slipons, flats, wedges and boot silhouettes, she says. And Spring/Summer as
a selling and buying season will be extended to a full eight months, letting
Crocs pick up sales previously left on the table in warm-weather markets
looking for newness.
In support of the brand refresh, Crocs will be continuing its #FindYourFun
campaign, which highlights its iconic clog model. The marketing spend
has increased 50 percent, or $15 million, this year, with 70 percent of the
total earmarked for the U.S. In 2016, the company says, “working marketing
dollars” would be increased by 20 percent. O

Columbia Counts on its Tough Mother

C

an a 91-year-old, selfproclaimed “Tough
Mother” help a
company double its
revenues to $4 billion
over the next five
years, partly through a better
connection with Millennials?
Columbia Sportswear certainly
hopes so.
This fall, brand and Boyle
family matriarch, Gert Boyle,
stars in the company’s $50 million
global brand platform, “Tested
Tough.” A decade ago, Ma Boyle
first appeared in Columbia ads
when she tested some of the
company’s products on her son,
Tim, Columbia’s CEO. This time
around, Gert is showcasing the

brand’s heritage and culture in
the Pacific Northwest by testing
products on employees in a
global campaign that will roll out
in 63 global markets on a number
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of platforms.
Columbia is giving Gert
some help with the “Tested
Tough” message out via a pair
of “Directors of Toughness,”

who were formally introduced
on the “Jimmy Kimmel Live”
show in October. The two are
embarking on a paid, six-month
adventure around the world
to test the company’s range of
apparel, outerwear, footwear and
equipment. Their exploits will be
chronicled on social media via
the #TestedTough hashtag.
While the company, with its
portfolio of brands that includes
Sorel and prAna, is working hard
to be less seasonally reliant with
its product ranges, it probably
wouldn’t hurt if Mother Boyle
put in a good word with another
tough mother, Mother Nature,
and requested some early and
often snows this winter. O

sportsinsightmag.com
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Modify Is One to Watch

C

reating products that allow
consumers to make a statement is
helping San Francisco-based watch
company Modify make its mark.
“We always think of ourselves as
a design company, not just a watch
company,” says Aaron Schwartz, the founder
of Modify, the five-year-old watch brand known
for its fun, colorful and affordable timepieces
featuring mix-and-match faces and straps. In
addition to customizable watches, consumers
can “modify” online by selecting different watch
faces and watchstraps, Modify is also a licensee
of MLB, NBA, NHL, MLS and more.

Schwartz went to UC Berkeley (Cal) for
business school, and while there he made a
connection with the MLB Player’s Association
through a friend’s mom. “Their faith in us was
key to gaining all of the major licenses we now
have,” he says. “Our first sports license was
with Cal, and then soon after we picked up
the MLB Player’s Association. We were really
fortunate to have folks at both organizations
take a chance on us.”
Schwartz believes the main reason the watches
have connected with sports fans is the design
ethos. “It’s really rare that we’ll create a watch
that just has the team’s logo,” he says. “We try

to design for the super-fan. Someone from San
Francisco might want a watch with the Golden
Gate Bridge on it. A fan from Philly might want
a watch with the 215 area code listed on it.
Because we assemble all of our watches in San
Francisco, there’s no limit to the amount of
unique designs we can create.”
Adds Schwartz, “You always have a choice
of selling 1000 watches people like versus 10
watches people love. We err on the latter side.
So it takes more work, but we want to create the
perfect watch for every small group of folks. The
more feedback fans give, the more we can create
something custom that they love.” O

United Sports Brands’ Transition Continues into 2016

U

nited Sports Brands,
the newly renamed
global organization
overseeing the business
of Shock Doctor and
McDavid, will move
its headquarters to a new West
Coast facility in 2016. United Sports

Brands is the corporate parent for
Shock Doctor, McDavid, Cutters
and XO sporting goods brands.
The move comes on the heels
of the merger earlier this year
between McDavid and Shock
Doctor, which combined two of the
leading athletic vendors of sports
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med and protective gear.
When United Sports Brands
moves into its new facility in
Fountain Valley, CA, next year, the
transition will include the opening
of a 120,000-square-foot advanced
distribution center capable of
serving the needs of the growing,
combined organization. Fountain
Valley will be the central hub
for sales, marketing and product
development teams.
Shock Doctor Sports’ current
location in Minnetonka, MN,
will become the principal home
of finance, customer service,
operations and information
technology. McDavid Europe
(Belgium and Switzerland) and
McDavid Japan (Tokyo) will
continue to operate as wholly
owned subsidiaries of United
Sports Brands and will support the
sales, marketing, manufacturing
and distribution of the portfolio of
brands across Asia and Europe.

With McDavid’s Chicago facility
closing, its office, distribution
and manufacturing will move to
Fountain Valley in 2016.
United Sports Brands is being
led by CEO Tony Armand.
Members of the new executive
team include Bob McDavid,
chairman of the board; Dennis
Goetz, CFO; Jay Turkbas, SVP–
product Development; Mary
Horwath, SVP–marketing; Kent
Pachl, SVP–sales; Drew Brassard,
SVP–operations; Patrick Cloots,
SVP–international; Jason Richter,
VP–product marketing; Jeff Burnett,
VP–operations; and Bill Best, VP–
research and development. O

Podcast: Tony Armand
Listen in on an Inside Insight
interview with United Sports
Brands CEO Tony Armand at
insideinsight.com/podcasts.html
sportsinsightmag.com
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BT, the Swiss
brand that
helped create
the rocker
shoe trend, is
introducing a
line of running
shoes. The three-shoe collection
represents a major step for the
brand in re-building its American
business.
It will be premium product and
it will be sold through the run
specialty channel, according to
Bob Dyer, the group CEO for the
brand. “We believe the focus on
running will create a halo over
the entire brand,” he says.
The collection will include the
Speed 16 (Ultra Lightweight),
GT 16 (Performance) and Zee 16
(Max Cushioning), priced at $110,
$150 and $170, respectively.
The design of the shoes utilizes
MBT’s rocker bottom, with some
modifications to refine the shoes
for running. Dyer says the MBT
running shoe range consists of
a proprietary SensorTechnology
combined with a modified

running “rocker” construction
and minimalistic support plate.
The MBT Pivot Strike midfoot
area provides runners with a foot
striking platform to transition
into propulsion while enhancing
support and cushioning. He
says that a tri-density feature
with varying foam arrays adapts
and promotes a soft midfoot
landing and absorbs shock and
works together with the heel and
midfoot sensors. The premise is
that the rocker sole shape of the
shoes enhances transition into
the runner’s next step.
“The last thing the world needs
is another traditional running
shoe,” Dyer said. “We believe
the growth of niche brands
has opened some minds in the
running market, so the timing is
good for the stores and good for
us, too.”
MBT has had its up and
downs in the American market.
While its shoes became a cult
favorite for their comfort and
what many consumers felt
were physiological benefits,
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the brand’s previous owners
stumbled and encountered
financial problems. Three years
ago, MBT was acquired out
of bankruptcy by Star 360, a
Singapore-based distributor

“We believe the
growth of niche
brands has opened
some minds in the
running market, so
the timing is good
for the stores and
good for us, too.”
Bob Dyer, Group CEO, MBT
whose portfolio of brands
included ASICS, Birkenstock and
Cole Haan. Star 360 operates
in nearly 20 countries and also
owns a chain of 100 retail stores
in Asia.
In fact, the company was one
of the top MBT distributors in

the world prior to buying the
brand and plans to implement in
America many of the strategies
that worked for the brand in
Asia. Fortune Asia reported that
Star 360 paid about $10 million
for the brand and estimated
that it has invested at least that
much in MBT since making the
purchase.
In the first 18 months after
the acquisition, Dyer says the
new management team worked
on cleaning up inventory and
fine-tuning MBT’s supply chain
in China. The shoes were
previously made in Southeast
Asia.
Since then, the company
has been working on product
development and technology and
the running shoe line represents
a major product roll-out. “The
brand has a good reputation and
a loyal following, but we needed
a face lift,” Dyer says. MBT will
use the marketing slogan of “Life
Well Lived” and introduce a new
line of branded POP and store
fixturing. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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Where Is Academy Heading
Under New President and CEO?

James Kevin “J.K.” Symancyk

By Bob McGee

A

ll eyes are on Academy
Sports + Outdoors as the
regional, 200-door chain’s
choice for a new leader
has sparked speculation
about what direction Academy’s
new president and CEO, James
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Kevin “J.K.” Symancyk, will take the
KKR-controlled retailer. Symancyk
assumed the senior executive
position as of November 2, replacing
retiring CEO Rodney Faldyn.
One possibility to look for
is having Symancyk put his
thumbprint on Academy before it
files for an initial public offering.
Symancyk, 43, has spent the last
eight-and-a-half years working for
family-owned Meijer in western
Michigan, where he rose through
the ranks to become the then
79-year old chain’s youngest
president in February, 2013. There,
the former undergraduate theater
major was credited with helping
the regional supercenter chain gain
new customers in existing markets,
develop stronger relationships with
existing customers and accelerate
same store sales instead of new
door growth.
It will be interesting to see if he
adopts those same strategies at
Academy, which was the fifth-largest
sporting goods retailer in 2014
with annual revenues approaching
$3.7 billion. Of course, he’s also
likely to draw on his dozen years
of experience at Walmart, where
he spent six years in international
operations, including two years as
a merchant in Mexico City. During
his career, Symancyk has also
had business encounters with two
supercenter pioneers, Sam Walton
and Fred Meijer.
Prior to becoming Meijer’s
youngest president, Symancyk told
the local press, “We have shifted

from what was a defensive-minded
culture to an offensive-minded
culture of how do we bring new,
innovative way of serving customers
to market, and invest to make those
things become a reality.”
At Meijer, Symancyk, who
also served more than a year
as COO overseeing store
operations, supply chain, logistics
and manufacturing, worked
aggressively to lower prices for
the chain’s customers through
stronger vendor relationships.
In a prepared statement from
Academy, he said he wants to
ensure the chain continues offering
customer convenience and service,
a broad selection of quality
products as the chain “strives to
remain the low price leader in our
category.”
Earlier this year, Academy
refinanced $1.825 billion in debt
that included a $200 million
payout to KKR. Under Faldyn
since 2006, the chain has grown
its store count by 50 percent and
nearly doubled its cash flow from
operations. O

READ THE FULL STORY
A version of this story previously ran in
Inside Insight, a new digital publication
from Formula4 Media published twice
a month that targets senior level
executives in the sports and active
footwear business. To subscribe:
insideinsight.com
sportsinsightmag.com
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Track star Trayvon
Bromell has signed
with New Balance.

NB Signs Rising Star

N

ew Balance has signed rising
USA track star Trayvon
Bromell to a multi-year
endorsement contract. The
signing is noteworthy as the
20-year-old Bromell recently
burst into prominence by
winning bronze in the 100 meters at the IAAF
World Championship. He is also the world
junior 100 meter record holder and is the
youngest U.S. athlete ever to medal in the
100 meters at the World Championships.
“I’m thrilled to join the New Balance
family, a brand that I share many of the
same values and principles,” says Bromell.
“I am especially excited to join a brand that
supports me both on and off the track and
shares my vision of giving back to young
athletes from my home state of Florida.”
In other news, New Balance recently
moved into a new 250,000-square-foot
world headquarters. The new building is
the first phase of a development project by
the NB Development Group. In September
2016, the next openings at Boston
Landing will be NHL’s Boston Bruins new
practice facility at Warrior Ice Arena and
adjoining 10-story office building. When
completed, the mixed use development
will include a new commuter rail station,
track and field/multi-sport center, hotel,
residential apartment complex, two
additional office buildings and retail and
restaurant offerings. O

U.S. Soccer’s
Bradley Signs
with Puma

Michael Bradley
joins Puma’s squad.

16 • Sports Insight ~ November/December 2015

PUMA HAS ADDED TO
its soccer roster, signing
a long-term contract
with United States men’s
national team stalwart
Michael Bradley. Bradley,
who plays for Toronto FC
in Major League Soccer,
will wear Puma’s latest
offerings of cleated
footwear. Bradley will
be “the face of U.S.
soccer” for Puma and
will be featured in future
campaigns and marketing
initiatives for statement
cleated footwear and
other soccer inspired
products. Puma also has
plans to work with Bradley
to create programming
surrounding him during
major international soccer
tournaments. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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Millennials to Brands: Let’s Have Fun, Please
Millennials like brand loyalty programs, and join them in droves.
They also want them to be fun.
Millennials...
... said they joined a rewards program in the past year
because it offered access to members-only events.
... said the word that best describes their
participation in a customer reward program is “fun.”

25%
34%

... said “economical” is the word that best describes
their loyalty program participation.

56%
49%

... stopped using a loyalty program after receiving
irrelevant communications.
... said it’s important that their loyalty program
participation supports lifestyle preferences such as
wellness programs, sustainability efforts or a charity.

63%

... joined a rewards program because it featured
a competitive game, or a social element such as
badges, leaderboards or communities.

27%

...said they had joined a rewards program within the
past year.

63%

... continue to participate in a loyalty program
because it has a mobile payment option.

42%

Baby Boomers (51 and over)...
... continue to participate in a loyalty program
because it has a mobile payment option.
... said it’s important that their loyalty program
participation supports lifestyle preferences such as
wellness programs, sustainability efforts or a charity.

15%
46%

General Population...
... said they had joined a rewards program within the
past year.
... said “economical” is the word that best describes
their loyalty program participation.

55%
66%

The survey-based revelations about U.S. millennial attitudes and preferences are part of a larger COLLOQUY report on loyalty program effectiveness. That report, Customer Loyalty in 2015 &
Beyond: Are You Wasting Your Money?, is based on an online survey in August 2015 of 1,000 American consumers. The margin of error is +/- 5% at the 90% confidence level. COLLOQUY,
operated by LoyaltyOne, is a leading provider of loyalty marketing research, publishing and education.
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Getting on Board with Growing Participation

T

Another important element of
the Increase Participation Plan is
to pass the PHIT Act by 2016. A
PassThePHITAct.org social media
campaign with catchy videos
produced by BBDO is boosting the
chances to pass the PHIT Act.
PHIT America is also working
to educate Americans, manage
the GO! Grants program and
creating awareness for this
‘pro-activity’ campaign. The
PHIT America staff is working
24/7 to get America moving and
supporting the future growth of
our industry.
But none of this happens
without the industry investing.
That is why Formula4 Media
(publisher of Sports Insight), joined
the PHIT America Alliance. All
of us need to work together to
grow participation. Jim Baugh
and his team have made it easy
for everyone to get involved. Just
contact Jim@PHITAmerica.org or
go to JoinPHITAmerica.org to
learn more. O

Three Industry Pioneers to Be Honored
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goods will comprise the 2016 Class of the Sporting Goods Industry Hall of Fame.
Bill Battle, founder of Collegiate Licensing Company; Jack Smith,
founder of Sports Authority; and Jim Throneburg, CEO and owner of
Thorlo, will officially be recognized at the 52nd Annual NSGA Management
Conference & 18th Annual Team Dealer Summit next May in Hilton Head
Island, SC.
“Each of this year’s three inductees truly exemplify passion, integrity
and, most of all, a dedication to the betterment of the sporting goods
industry during their illustrious careers,” said Sporting Goods Industry Hall
of Fame Committee chairperson Cathy Pryor, of Hibbett Sports.
Battle, Smith and Throneburg join more than 160 men and women
inducted into the Sporting Goods Industry Hall of Fame since its inception
in 1955. The induction ceremony will take place May 24, 2016, during the
NSGA Management Conference. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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he recent SFIA
Industry Leaders
Summit featured a
session that is vital
to our industry’s
future, The Increase
Participation Plan
and PHIT America campaign.
We’ve all heard how the
“Inactivity Pandemic” is
having a negative effect on our
industry, especially team sports
participation. Americans, especially
children, are finding other things
to do rather than participate in our
sports and fitness activities.
The Increase Participation
Plan session highlighted the
fact that many in our industry
are working together to change
these trends—20 companies have
invested in PHIT America GO!
Grants that this year will get more
than 50,000 kids off the couch
and active through school-based
programs. This first year program
gets kids active for less than $10
per child.

PHIT America is
working to get
more kids active.

IN THE MARKET

12WAYS
TO BOOST HOLIDAY SALES

By Ron Menconi

I
SALES BOOST TIP

When you have
some items that
are not selling as
you had planned,
moving them to
a feature location
can help you
move goods.

t’s almost that time of year.
The holidays. When you
make or break your year
in retail. Big national retail
chains have had plans and
procedures in place for
many months getting ready for
holiday sales. Independent sports
and outdoor retailers, as well as
regional chains, still have time to
put some programs or changes
in place that can help boost sales
and hit profit goals. Little things
can make a big difference.
Here are 12 strategies that you
still have time to put in place.
1. To draw a crowd on Black
Friday or a Saturday before
Christmas, advertise that the
first 100 people that day will
get a free gift card or voucher
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worth at least five
dollars. People
want the chance
to win something,
and this will draw
more traffic than
a big discount on
merchandise. You
can adjust the
numbers to suit
your budget. One
scenario: hand out
80 $5 gift cards, 15
$10 ten dollar cards,
four $25 cards and
one $500 grand
prize. If you want to
spend less, drop the
grand prize to $250.
Keep in mind that if
you give out actual
gift cards, you have
to charge them to a
budget account,
like marketing.
If you just give
out coupons or
vouchers, these get
counted as markdowns.
2. You still have time to review
some of the proofs for print ads
in December and copy for other
media and online marketing. Get
hotter on-sale prices on a few key
items that will create excitement.
You can raise a few prices on
other items if you have the right
features to help balance out your
gross margin.
3. Go back over your store signage. Your staff will be very busy
and not able to help everyone.
Make sure your store merchandise signs answer the top three
questions people normally ask. If
they can get their most common
product questions answered,
they may not need any help. If
available, print QR codes for the
product on the signs, so custom-

ers (and store staff) can use
smart phones to get more information and see videos on those
products.
4. The week before Christmas,
create areas for stocking stuffers.
Group these items together
and sign them. Billions of dollars are spent each year on gifts
just because they will fit into a
Christmas stocking. A great area
to make sure you do a merchandise plan is at the checkouts. One
holiday season we sold over 500
mini LED flashlights per store,
just at the cash register.
5. Review your in-store plan for
end bases, bulk floor stacks, and
features. Some retailers set these
up for the whole holiday season,
when they should be changed
weekly. The closer to Christmas
you get, the more impulse buying
decisions are made. When you
have some items that are not selling as you had planned, moving
them to a feature location can
help you move goods.
6. Use social media for a friends-and-family in-store event. Let
your employees send out a flyer
to all their friends and their
families. Send it to your best
customers and to your vendors
and suppliers so they can pass
it on to their employees, who in
turn can send to their friends
and families. It is best to do some
flat percentage off discounts
on specific categories. To make
this more exclusive, you might
close the store early and re-open
for this invitation-only event, or
make these exclusive offers good
for one day, or a weekend. Serve
refreshments. It would also be a
good idea for this to be a benefit
for a local charity.
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BRAND PROFILE

The Family Higgins
ING Source (OS1st
Brand) benefits from
three generations
with a commitment to
technology and product
development — and
the family business.

By Michael Jacobsen

ING Source is in the good hands of three
generations of the Higgins family: David
B., Josh, David K. and Phillip.

for runners, David B. Higgins,
there are now three generations
managing various segments of
the privately owned company,
assuring it remains focused on its
highly regarded technology for
compression and bracing products.
Dave Higgins, the self-proclaimed
“G-Pop” of the company, started
the business after selling his first
successful start-up in the 1990s and
then serving as a consultant to the
buyer and several large sports and
healthcare concerns.
Dave was recently joined at ING
Source by his son, Josh, who had
already worked for his father for
many years in other companies,
including Thorlo. For the past 15
years, Josh built a career at Hickory
Brands, rising to the position of
president. When ING Source began
to absorb the Feetures distribution
of its iconic Plantar Fasciitis Sleeve
and looked to expand, it was only
natural for Josh to rejoin his dad as
VP-sales of ING Source.
Dave’s grandson, and Josh’s
son, David K. Higgins, has actually
been with the company since he
was in high school, first as a parttimer helping with office work
and evolving into the manager of
shipping and warehousing.

THE HIGGINS FAMILY SKILL SET
David B. Higgins, 65: President and
CEO, founder, inventor and entrepreneur; former president of Thorlo; owner
and CEO of TheraFoot Technologies;
owner of ING Source Consulting with
clients such as FootSmart, Knit-Rite,
DJO Global (Dr Comfort) and Feetures.
Joshua D. Higgins, 45: Vice President,
stockholder, director since 2012: Sports
market knowledge, natural positive leadership and relationship skills,
understanding of the needs of growing
a small business; former president of
Hickory Brands.
David K. Higgins, 25: Warehouse
Manager, since 2008: A commitment to
the family and company from its roots,
along with a knowledge of logistics and
warehousing.
Philip S. Higgins, 22: Customer
Service, since 2015: A fresh and new
personality into the business, natural
selling and communications skills.

T

here are many family-run
businesses in the world
of sports — and then
there is ING Source, the
Hickory, NC-based sports
medicine company. Founded in
2008 by current CEO and inventor
of Compression Zone Technology,
which is the design platform for
the original plantar fasciitis sleeve
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And the newest family member of
the team is Dave’s other grandson,
Philip, who just became involved
helping in technical support and
customer service.
The dynamics of operating a
family-run business with fathers
and sons in close contact is a
challenge and opportunity that
played a significant role in Josh’s
decision to return to the family
business after 15 years away.
“There’s no doubt that the main
driver of my decision to join ING
was the family,” he says. “Being
able to work on a daily basis with
my father and two sons is a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity. Having
worked with my father before and
understanding how much I learned
from him during that time, I just
hope that my sons can have a
similar experience.”
Dave admits the dynamics of
a family business depends on
whose perspective is being offered.
From the viewpoint of father/
grandfather, the dynamics have
been a “natural” experience, he
says, mixing fatherhood, grandparenting, mentoring and business
management all into one process.
“The sacrifice of normal control
must be made at times,” he says,
“in order to accommodate the
relationship dynamics of the family
and taking care not to damage
which of these is most precious.
That always will be family.”
Because each operates in
a different sphere within the
company, daily interaction isn’t as
frequent as it would appear at first
glance, Josh points out. “We all
have different roles and goals as to
how we support the company on a
day-to-day basis, so there isn’t a lot
of crossover,” he says.
Yet Dave says the dynamics can
be beneficial if handled properly,
admitting that one of the challenges
is to get other employees to
understand and support the
family dynamic. “Our business
culture objective is to create an
environment of family, inclusive of
everyone at the company.”
That culture has created a
successful sports medicine
company. The OS1st FS6 Plantar
Fasciitis Sleeve is the number
one light sports brace in the run

specialty market today and has
been for three years, success that
was supported by the distribution
efforts through Feetures.
“In the run specialty segment,
new concepts must really work
to gain and sustain success,”
points out Josh. “This is mostly a
testament to the quality and the
technology.”
It is important to note that the
company’s OS1st and OrthoSleeve
brands are almost one in the same,
using FDA medical compression
technology and branded
Compression Zone Technology.
OrthoSleeve was the first brand and
is distributed worldwide specifically
through medical professionals and
health stores. OS1st came later, and
outside the U.S. as the sports range,
while Feetures continued to be the
primary distributor in the U.S. for
sports. That changed mid-year and
now OS1st is the global brand of
this concept.
The future is bright, but when
asked what direction its technology
is headed, Dave only laughs.
“Everyone would like to know, but
we must keep this as our future
happy surprise for runners, athletes
and those who care for them,”
he says. He did reveal that it will
launch an expanded version of its
Compression Zone Technology in
2016.
That launch and the future of
the company remains safely and
successfully in the hands of the
Higgins family, each naturally in
different stages of their careers.
For Dave, the focus is growing the
existing business and the product
concept to its maximum level,
within the confines of the family
resources. The grandfather of the
family plans to begin to minimize
his role at the company, or at least
change it, moving on to focus on his
health, love and life.
Adds Josh: “The goal is to
continue the growth and success
of the ING family of products to
secure the future of many Higgins
to come.”
That includes a fourth generation
of Higgins. Josh reports that David
K’s baby, due in February, 2016, has
a job interview planned in 16 years.
“We’ve got some work to do before
then,” he says. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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SCOOTERS

Gain More Purchasing Power • Expand Your Assortment • Eliminate Potential Out-of-Stocks

METAL
DETECTORS

GPS

We have the service, selection, & support you need to extend your store!
Learn more about D&H and set up your account, it’s free! www.dandh.com/sports

Jim Blauvelt, Sporting Goods Manager
jblauvelt@dandh.com

717-255-7831

BROOKS
Steady Collection tops. MSRP $50 Short
Sleeve, $60 Long Sleeve.

THE NORTH FACE
Women’s Motus Tight, MSRP $90.

on the concept of layering,” says Brian Stewart,
VP of Nike’s NXT’s Apparel Innovation team.
“But how can we create apparel that adapts, so
that as you change – as you heat up during your
run – or as the weather changes around you,
you don’t have to make those adjustments?”
Other apparel innovations Nike is touting as
thermoregulating include Nike Therma-Sphere
Max for cool weather; Nike Aeroloft lightweight
insulation for cooler conditions; Nike Pro
Hyperwarm layering system for cold weather
and items such as Nike Dri-Fit that keep athletes
cool by wicking sweat.
New on the tech front from Adidas is the
Primeknit short sleeve ($70) and long sleeve
($80), available for men and women. The tops
are made with Primaloft wool and “help you
keep your cool when it’s warm and keep your
warm when it’s cold,” according to the brand.
The seamless Primeknit construction makes
the garments a stylish performance option for
during and after a workout.
“Wool has amazing performance properties
and the ability to help regulate your body
temperature while you run,” explains Kristin
Jones, category director for running apparel,
Adidas US. “This is true in both warm and
cooler temperatures. Wool is one of the
smartest fibers you can use for sport and also
has antimicrobial properties which makes it the
perfect travel companion.”
Champion has several key technologies being
introduced in Spring ’16, and “cool” plays a
big part in the brand’s performance story.
Champion’s Vapor Technology with X-temp
dries faster as body heat rises so you can
sportsinsightmag.com

always keep your cool. X-temp Technology
intelligently responds to changes in your
environment by: wicking moisture from your
skin; increasing the rate of evaporation when
your temperature rises; and reducing the rate of
evaporation when you are cooler, according to
the brand.
Champion’s Fresh IQ tech, meanwhile, is an
advanced odor protection technology. The
brand hopes it “helps you stay less focused
on how you smell and more focused on how
you perform.”
Better By Design
The new A400 tights from Skins feature
focused biomechanical design that the brand
says helps minimize risk of injury to the ITB
and TFL muscle groups. And its Adaptive
Technology is designed to keep the wearer
“warm when it’s cold and cool when it’s
hot.” The brand’s A400 Women’s Tank Top,
meanwhile, features an integrated, medium
impact support shelf bra, as well as the
same Adaptive Technology as the tights for
regulating temperature.
“Skins compression garments offer unique
technologies and medically graduated
compression that is next level,” says Danielle
Said, marketing director, Skins North America.
“We have a passion for innovation and this
is really apparent in our new A400 collection.
We are constantly tweaking, finessing and
fine tuning our garments to offer enhanced
compression support, comfort, style and
function. It’s the small details that matter
like smoother and strategically placed seams

NIKE
Women’s Dri-Fit Contour Shirt, MSRP $45.

Champion has several
key technologies being
introduced in Spring
’16, and “cool” plays a
big part in the brand’s
performance story.
Champion’s Vapor
Technology with X-temp
dries faster as body heat
rises so you can always
keep your cool.
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ACTIVEWEAR

SOFFE
Do Everything Legging, MSRP
$29.99.

SKINS
A400 Women’s Tank Top, MSRP
$99.99; A400 ¾ Tights, MSRP $139.99.

NEW BALANCE
Trinamic Long Sleeve Top,
MSRP $85; Trinamic Crop Pant,
MSRP $95.
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and a comfortable waistband. The
new A400 collection also features 360
degree reflectivity for safety in low light
conditions and Adaptive technology
which is a treatment which keep your
warm when it’s cool and cool when
it’s hot.”
New Balance’s new Trinamic
Collection for 2016 aims to take
performance compression to the
next level. With thoughtful design to
movement and broad purpose and
appeal, the Trinamic Collection will
include a variety of tops and bottoms
for men and women.
The Trinamic Collection features
NB FLEXx , a pinnacle 3D stretch
technology that enhances comfort,
supports dynamic movement, and
provides an adaptive fit. Additionally
a smoother fiber provides a softer,
more comfortable feel against the
body. Strategically placed laser-cut
perforation patterns, inspired by Data
to Design thermal imaging, optimizes
breathability and adds to the overall
design and modern aesthetic of the
garments
A key item from Soffe for Spring 2016 is
the Do Everything Legging. Priced right at
$29.99, the item has a pieced waistband
that shapes the core; a low rise; brushed
jersey fabric for warmth; a 100 percent
cotton gusset to keep moisture from
the rest of the garment; and the whole
garment is moisture wicking.
ASICS is on the mark for Spring ’16 with
its men’s Seamless Short Sleeve Top. The
brand says it offers “an enhanced training
experience.” With soft, seamless fabric
matched to contrasting knit panels, it
helps keep the consumer in style during
workouts or in casual wear. Moisture
managing material and seamless design
helps to reduce chafing. It is part of the
brand’s Training line (MSRP $55).
Prints will be key, particularly for
women, in 2016. Printed tech tights are
a hot item. The North Face’s Women’s
Motus Tight has a fun print and technical
features such as a thermal-mapped
design to keep you warm without
overheating on cold-weather runs.
The new women’s Berry Speckle Print
tight from ASICS, MSRP $55, features a
stylish print along with soft, lightweight
knit fabrication and a contoured
waistband for enhanced comfort. The
soft, lightweight, stretch knit provides
excellent moisture management and
ventilation. It is part of the brand’s
Training line and has a side pocket for
media storage. O
sportsinsightmag.com

Multiply
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INTRODUCING

MCS (MUSCLE CONTAINMENT STAMPING)
THE FUSION OF THE HUMAN BODY +
2XU COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY FOR
HUMAN PERFORMANCE. MULTIPLIED.

THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY

HOSIERY

Bold
Steps
Hosiery Brands
Focus on Fashion
to Brighten
the Category and
Broaden Appeal.

Wigwam
Ironman
Flash Pro

By Suzanne Blecher

A
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S
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G Go Fish Performance Crew

Stance Athletic Fusion Fit Crew

s athleisure creeps
into just about every
category associated
with what we put on
our bodies, hosiery
firms are spending
dollars on following the fashion
aspect of the trend. “Millennials
want individualization in the way
they dress. Giving them colors and
patterns does just that,” says Joe
Campisi, marketing manager at
Fits Socks. To stay on trend, Fits
is focusing on hot hues including
marsala, titanium and custard
for its 5/50 All Out Hiker, while
Swiftwick is presenting cool mint,
high-visibility yellow and radar
orange in its Aspire line. “It’s really
a fun time right now for color,” Katy
Holmes, athlete and public relations
coordinator for Swiftwick, says.
At a recent trade show, Swiftwick
paired it socks with popular
sneaker styles for display purposes.
Holmes was surprised at how well
the presentation helped draw
interest to the brand’s offerings.
Similarly for Spring 2016, ASICS
is presenting the “complete
footwear story,” which means
pairing performance socks and
performance shoes for one winning
look. “We’re excited about this
younger runner and Millennial,”
says Janelle Collins, assistant
product manager for socks and
accessories at ASICS America.
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Gone are the days that
performance socks must be a
single-purpose product. “When a
consumer spends $12–$14 on a
pair of socks, they should be able
to wear it during racing, training,
gym and look good enough to go
to the local coffee shop,” asserts
Tanya Pictor, VP–marketing
at Implus, parent company of
Balega. “We think that is where
our fashionability comes in. We
seem to have found consumer
acceptance in that regard —
thanks to our Balega lovers.”
Running For Fun
“People want a unique way to
show their individual style and
runners are no different,” Brooks
apparel merchandising manager,
Bennett Grimes, says. Its Pacesetter
socks feature sublimated holiday,
kaleidoscope and galaxy designs.
Injinji is bringing fun graphics
to its new Spectrum Series via an
enhanced direct-to-garment print
machine with ink applied directly to
fibers so as not to restrict Coolmax
performance and colors fading over
time. “We have always avoided
intricate designs that would take
away performance – run first,
fashion second – but now, we have
both with performance and endless
incredibly vivid designs,” notes
Claire Kooperman, digital marketing
coordinator at Injinji.
Renfro director of marketing,
Janet Mistor, is seeing brights and

“When a consumer
spends $12 - $14 on
a pair of socks, they
should be able to
wear it during racing,
training, gym and look
good enough to go to
the local coffee shop.”
TANYA PICTOR
VP MARKETING, IMPLUS LLC

random feed yarns mixed with
solids emerging for Spring, as
well as slub yarns. Renfro’s New
Balance Performance Collection
features marled and heathered
yarns, along with performance
features like NB Dry moisture
management and strategic
cushioning that “allows consumers
to express their style and
personality,” Kooperman adds.
Sof Sole director of product
development and sourcing, Brett
Lamm, says Sof Sole adds in “trendcurrent color schemes” to its core
running and training offerings
“for those looking to express
themselves beyond basic black,
white and grey.” The brand is also
introducing a selection of men’s
and women’s sport compression,
over-the-calf socks for spring as
a value option for those looking
for compression technology “at a
more affordable price,” according
to Lamm.

sportsinsightmag.com

HOSIERY
ASICS GEL-Nimbus 18 and Nimbus Single Tab Sock

Taking Cues from Apparel
“We have always prided
ourselves on color, pattern and
performance and finally the fashion
world is listening with fashiondriven retailers asking for fun and
creative colors and patterns,” says
Robert Thomas, product manager
for SmartWool. The brand is
SW Half Page Ad.pdf
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stepping into spring by blurring
the lines between performance and
city life with socks that function
“for work on a Friday, hiking on
Saturday and dinner with mom
on Sunday,” he reveals. Sof Sole is
building its Sport Hybrid category,
which Lamm calls its “in-the-gym
to on-the-go collection,” and is
focusing on fashionable marled
yarns and tonal hues.
Grabbing the attention of a
retailer in the competitive fashion
space is not easy, so the team at
Thorlo is selling socks in a new
way – by collection, just like in
the fashion world. The Experia
Nantucket Collection is “inspired
by that old New England feel”
with navy, green and yellow hues
associated with nautical flags, says
James Jesserer, Thorlo VP of sales.
In addition, the brand is adding
splashes of color to its 84N Runner
collection, which was formerly
available in basic black and white.
Meanwhile, DeFeet is taking a hightech turn by producing a short film
titled “The Graveled High Rouleur”
promoting adventure riding and the

firm’s new socks. The High Rouluer
6-inch CoolMax eco cycling/fashion
sock is available in nine styles each
named and colored “aptly from the
era around prohibition,” explains
Paul Willerton, DeFeet brand
manager.
Darn Tough is tackling the
lifestyle/athleisure space by
recently adding a product design
and development director to the
team. “We’re focused on developing
the breadth of our lifestyle
collections while still ensuring
they’re the most comfortable,
durable and best fitting socks in
the marketplace,” Darn Tough
marketing director Brian Brand
says. So far the brand has strippeddown its previous ultra-light sock,
“leaving only what is needed
for peak performance at a mere
13g” in the Vertex running series,
according to the exec.
It is an exciting time to be a part
of the health and athletic industry
because the athleisure trend is
“helping introduce the benefits of
compression to more and more
consumers,” Suzanne Kerpel,
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Find Your Second Wind!

Experiencing a second wind brings restored energy
and strength; it enables you to continue an undertaking
despite its difficulties. These definitions inspired us to
create U.S.-Made performance socks that provide both
athletes and U.S. manufacturing with a refreshing
second wind.

SecondWind is a division of Hickory Brands, Inc. For more information please call 800.523.4371
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DeFeet Aireator Speak Easy

FoxRiver New American Ragg

Falke RU Achilles

Brooks Pacesetter New Year’s Crew

Swiftwick Aspire

Balega Blister Resist

Feetures! Elite Max

Injinji Spectrum No Show

New Balance Performance Ankle

Darn Tough Vertex

Sockwell Sport Flirt

GEAR UP

WITH NEW BALANCE SPORTS RECOVERY

Hickory Brands Inc. is a licensee of New Balance Athletics, Inc.
Call 800.321.4145 for more information and to place your order.
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Under Armour Undeniable Mid Crew Socks

Zensah Invisi Running Sock

Thorlo Experia Nantucket

A selection of Fits Socks
Sof Sole Running Select

Zamst HA-1 Compression

Zensah marketing director explains.
Sockwell is straddling the line
between sport and lifestyle with the
Sport Flirt, which is a cash merino/
bamboo construction with 15-20mm
Hg moderate compression. “This
design is the quintessential
athleisure expression,” says
Mercedes Marchand, VP–design
and branding.
Zamst is making it easy for
athletes to “tie their accessories to
their apparel and footwear color
scheme” with eight colors of its
HA-1 Compression sock with
G-Fit Technology to flush out
lactic acid and reduce muscle
fatigue, according to Zamst senior
marketing director Laura Cleveland.
Balega is working on a new fiber
innovation to be launched for Fall
2016. “We want to be kinder to our
environment — in our processes
and fiber selections,” says Pictor.
Wigwam’s Tall Trekker Fusion
offers light, graduated compression
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“Consumers demand
a high level of
performance and
comfort when they run,
and often they also
want to experience
that same level of
performance and
comfort after.”
JOHN GAITHER
VP PRODUCT, FEETURES!
that crosses over between hike
and travel, with a potential to
expand into sport where “styles
need to not only function, but also
look attractive and potentially
create a conversation,” according
to Margaret Newhard, director of
product management for Wigwam.
“Consumers demand a high level
of performance and comfort when
they run, and often they also want
to experience that same level of

performance and comfort after,”
notes John Gaither, VP of product
at Feetures! The brand’s Elite
Max Cushion sock offers targeted
compression in the arch, soft-spun
fibers and high-density cushioning.
FoxRiver is on a lifestyle kick,
offering its New American Ragg
Collection – with merino wool and
moisture management technology –
in an array of eye-catching hues.
While Stance, known for its
individualistic hues and patterns,
moves into tie-dyes, indigo washes
and hand-embellishments, the
brand is also “making a pivot to
more product storytelling from
a technology and innovation
perspective,” says Taylor Shupe,
Stance chief product officer.
For the future, the brand is
working on proprietary yarns that
can enhance product durability
and is injecting socks with
additives to enhance comfort and
thermoregulation. O
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Thumb Guard Support

Z-CREATION
THE ART OF DESIGN IS ENSURING ALL PARTS SERVE
A PURPOSE...
OUR PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED TO ENSURE THAT EACH
PART SERVES TO EITHER PROTECT, OR ENHANCE OUR
ELITE ATHLETES’ PERFORMANCE.
WHEN CREATING PRODUCT SPECIFIC TO EACH ATHLETE’S
NEEDS, WE MUST ADDRESS BOTH THE FUNCTIONAL AND
ANATOMICAL FEATURES OF THE HUMAN BODY. THIS ASSURES
OUR ATHLETES HAVE FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WHILE
PROTECTING THEM DURING COMPETITION.
HAVING A MEDICAL HERITAGE, ALONG
WITH LEADING EDGE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT TO AUTHENTICATE OUR
DESIGNS, WE ARE THE TRUE LEADERS
IN SPORTS BRACING/SUPPORTS.
THE"ART OF DESIGN" IS
CREATING PRODUCTS THAT
PROTECT, WHILE NOT
INHIBITING AN ATHLETES
PERFORMANCE.
WELCOME TO THE WORLD
OF Z-CREATION!

ZAMST IS

A MACHINE
Von Miller

3X All Pro LB
Zamst Elite Force Team Member

PROTECTIVES

1

Ready for

WHAT’S NEXT
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Lighter,
Faster,
Stronger
and…
Stylish.
Keeping Up
with Protective
Apparel Trends.

By Cara Griffin

T

he protective apparel
category has been one of the
most innovative and buzzed
about categories at sporting
goods retail over the past few years.
Will it continue?
The category’s growth, no doubt,
revolves around athletes hoping to
avoid injury. “No one likes to get
hurt, and with the breakthrough
technologies in this space being
unveiled almost daily, athletes are
incorporating protective gear more
so than ever,” says Matt Williams,
director of DonJoy Performance. “In
2016 the growth is going to come
from consumer/athlete engagement
with the products.”
“Protective gear and apparel
continues to be a primary focus
for us and our consumers, and a
growing category for the industry
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as a whole,” says Mary Horwath,
SVP–marketing, United Sports
Brands, parent company of both
McDavid and Shock Doctor. “As
extreme fitness activities and
contact sports continue to grow in
popularity, we are innovating our
protective product line with best-inclass technologies to help athletes
everywhere achieve their personal
bests anywhere. Two key elements
elevating our line-up of protective
products in 2016 include design and
technology.”
Participation rates in collision
sports have been dropping, in part
due to injury concerns, notes Jim
Caldwell, Unequal, EVP marketing.
“So protective gear is more in
the spotlight than ever,” he says.
“That’s a good thing. Our industry
needs to do all that it can to reverse
that downward participation trend,
offering technology proven to

better protect the head and body…
or sales volumes will drop, prices
will increase and that will be more
of an added driver why athletes
don’t play, which will only hurt our
industry.”
DonJoy’s Williams says that while
there isn’t a single athlete out there
that is opposed to protection, one
issue has been the “inconvenience
of wearing bulky pads, or buying
a brand new product and having
to bake it in the oven and mold it
to your body in order to achieve
protection,” he explains. “The
technologies today are allowing
athletes to mold on demand, and
re-mold if they are not happy with
the outcome. The opportunity is
in the experience your customer
will have when working with your
protective products. If we can
eliminate the guess work and let
the athlete go from the store to
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PROTECTIVES

An antislip strip
prevents
the sleeve
from
slipping.

Mueller Extended
Diamond Pad Knee.
Lightweight and moisture managing, with
flexible Diamond pad
flexes. An anti-slip
strip prevents
the sleeve from
slipping.

to minimize ankle injury without
limiting performance. Addressing
the top injuries that sideline athletes
is paramount to success in the
category.”
Adds Caldwell, “Everyone knows
players are bigger, stronger, faster.
Has protection kept up? We believe
Unequal has. When you strip away
slick marketing, cool logos and highpriced endorsement deals, all that’s
left usually between an athlete and
a bone-crushing hit or a fast flying
baseball is plastic, polyester and

over-hyped foam. But the on-field
feedback, lab tests and write-ups
on our ultra-thin, ultra-light military
grade Unequal composite with
Kevlar and Accelleron point to a
higher level of protection, that’s
cool! Players and coaches notice the
difference immediately.”
The new Defender Skin product
from DonJoy is not apparel, but
is wearable, adhesive protection.
It is a uniquely engineered and
customizable adhesive second
skin, designed to defend the body
against cuts, scrapes, turf burns
and bruising that are common
injuries associated with the impact
and abrasion of rigorous sport.
“Athletes are always looking
for a leg up on the competition
whether in training, conditioning
or the latest in innovation and
technology to help them perform,”
says DonJoy’s Williams. “Weight is
always something we look to reduce
when building products for athletes
to increase speed and agility. The
integration of engineered and
technical materials ranging from
two- and four-way stretch, impactabsorbing foams, and warming
and cooling yarns are vital to peak
performance.”
“It is important that your

protective gear works to move with
you, not against you,” says Williams.
“By using stretch materials, we can
keep full range of motion without
sacrificing the protection of the
garment. If we can provide the
confidence through innovation in the
athlete that the protection is going to
stay where they need it, it eliminates
hesitation for athletes in game or
practice.”
McDavid has been at the forefront
of sports medicine advancements,
technology and thinking for more
than 30 years, notes Horwath,
pointing out that the brand’s “focus
remains intensely on bringing
every advantage to every athlete
via our protection and prevention
products.”
One of the top-selling products
unique to the McDavid brand is the
Hex Technology line. It has closed
cell foam padding uniquely and
permanently bonded to moisture
management fabric. The line is
designed for athletes in any contact
or collision sport.
“From our market research,
we have found that flexibility,
durability, and breathability
are three key components our
consumers look for in protective
gear and apparel,” says Horwath. O

Trending Design:

Titin Gets Weighty
Not exactly protective gear (though it bears a resemblance), Titin’s Weighted Compression Gear evenly distributes
gel weights across the wearer’s body as if it were muscle. Titin’s Inner Pocket Shirt has pockets for eight pounds
of gel. Titin can also be heated or frozen for post-workout recovery as a mobile ice bath. So in one package, Titin
can offer both training and recovery benefits.
“Training in Titin is like training on Earth and competing on the Moon,” says Patrick Whaley, founder
and CEO. Citing research from the Journal of Strength and Conditioning, Whaley notes that “by using
weight or resistance, each successive jump results in the recruitment of increasing amounts of motor
units. Each subsequent contraction becomes stronger than the one before. When the resistance is
removed, it produces an even larger power output or increase in the jumping ability.”
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MARY HORWATH,
UNITED SPORTS BRANDS
“According to WGSN, a global
trend service, ‘athleisure’ is
an enduring theme as shifts in
lifestyle and day to day dress
continue to influence designers
mixing casual with formal and
using sportswear performance
fabrics to create street-to-gym
looks. This versatility is driving
purchasing decisions for some,
offering the perfect combination
of being able to wear it to work
and then wear it to work out. We
have found that design trends
for 2016 include camouflage,
color blocking and oversize
geometric patterns. Designs like
color blocking add a 3D texture,
depth and sculpting highlights
to the athletes figure. Even nontraditional team colors like teal,
optic yellow and coral have been
trending up as popular choices.”
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WOW, POW, BAM AND OMG. SPORTS INSIGHT SHINES A LIGHT ON ‘SUPER’ IDEAS IN INNOVATION.

Innovation is
all about ideas.
Super ideas.
With that in mind,
we’ve put a focus
on some products,
strategies and
thoughts that
are taking flight
in the sporting
goods industry.
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SUPER
Adidas: Reflecting the Future
Adidas kicked off last February’s All-Star
weekend with something special in tech. The
Xeno ZX Flux pack saw the brand debut a
new kind of reflective upper. Inspired by the
Xenopeltis snake of southeast Asia, the Xeno
shoes feature a first-of-its kind light-sensitive
reflective material that glows iridescent
under a camera flash or a bright light.
Applied as a 0.7 mm hot-melt film, each
reflective cell is laser-cut and placed
separately on the upper, with more than 240
pieces on each upper. According to Josh

Herr, design director for color, material
and trend for the U.S. Originals and Sport
Performance Divisions, the team in Adidas
America’s HQ in Portland, including senior
material developer Leanne Mitchell, and
product developer Brenda Zullo, worked
extensively with their supply team and
factory in China to create the process. And
while the first two iterations (on the Metro
Attitude, Superstar and ZX Flux models) have
all been in lifestyle models, the brand has
plans to expand. This month, Xeno apparel
is making its debut, and new iterations of the
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POWERS
footwear tech are planned for the next two
years. Could one of those be in performance?
Herr says not to rule it out if they can make
it honest. “Right now it’s fun, but we’d ask
ourselves, ‘How can we make the function
be at the benefit of the athlete? I think that’s
certainly something that’s worth exploring.”
But Herr said bringing Xeno to life – a yearlong process – has been a labor of love. “You
do it after work or during your lunch hour
and keep going at it,” he says. “My phone is
filled with pictures of these shoes. I felt so
bad for my fiancée — I had to delete photos

The light-sensitive material on this
Adidas shoe changes color as the
light shifts. The tech has possible
performance applications in the future.

www.sportsinsightmag.com

of her and my puppy to make room for this
shoe. My phone was at its limit, so it was like,
‘Who’s going?’”
New Thinking from Brooks
Brooks sought to redefine the way the
industry thought about running shoes in
2011 with “Float versus Feel.” In 2016, the
Seattle-based running brand wants to do it
again — and this time, they want to bring
their biomechanics knowledge to the retail
world. Dubbed “Stride Signature,” the new
classification system represents, according

to Carson Caprara, senior manager of global
product line management for the brand,
a new way of talking to consumers and
“empowering them to choose their running
experience.”
Instead of the industry-standard neutral,
cushioning and stability silos, Stride
Signature looks at shoes across two axises.
Building on Float and Feel, which measured
how much underfoot connection to the
ground a runner wanted to have, Stride
Signature also looks at cushioning on a
spectrum from plush to responsive. Brooks

Brooks is reclassifying its shoes with what
it calls Stride Signature, and has built an
app to help runners analyze which shoe is
best for them.
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Under Armour’s next power play just might come from the power of its digital community and digital initiatives.

is calling the resulting four new quadrants
Cushion Me, Energize Me, Connect Me and
Propel Me, and starting with the spring
season, all of their offerings will be classified
that way on their website — and, thanks
to their new app — in stores and at events
like the Brooks-sponsored Rock ’n’ Roll
Marathons, too.
Currently being used in the Brooks store
at its Seattle headquarters, the app will
measure input from reflective markers placed
on a runner’s thigh, mid-calf and heel. After
runners do a squat to measure the baseline
movement of the knee and leg, they run on
a treadmill to see how much movement is
happening on a run. With that input, the app
will make recommendations to marry the
support level a customer could benefit from
with the experience they want to have. “Our
ultimate goal is to bring the science behind
Stride Signature from the lab to the runner as
quickly and accurately as possible,” Caprara
says.
Under Armour’s Tech Play
Future growth for industry heavyweight
Under Armour might come, in part, from
some innovation outside of its apparel (and
footwear) wheelhouse. UA has become a
major player in fitness apps, most recently
spending $85 million and $475 million in deals
to purchase Endomondo and MyFitnessPal,
respectively. Along with Under Armour’s
MapMyFitness platform, this is the biggest
digital health and fitness community in the
world at 150 million users.
MapMyFitness, Endomondo and
MyFitnessPal comprise the Under Armour
Connected Fitness business unit, which will
be using technology to help transform the
fitness and performance from Under Armour.
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The brand is aiming to leverage new and
emerging digital technologies in its products,
in apps, online and in stores.
These fitness apps not only help the
company connect more personally to its
consumers, but also offer UA loads of data
that can be leveraged for marketing or R&D
purposes.
More than just awaiting a fitness device
from UA, we see interesting options in “smart

Uvex borrows tips from an octopus for a perfect fit.

apparel” which UA founder and CEO Kevin
Plank has targeted as a category he wants the
brand to be at the forefront of. This would
include apparel that can function as a fitness
tracker, but also could include temperature
control, among other things. “If we believe
that our future is going to be defined by these
hard pieces of glass or plastic that sit in our
back pockets, you’re crazy. It is going to

convert into apparel,” Plank said, as reported
in the Wall Street Journal.
In the meantime, the integration of UA’s
MapMyFitness App into a recent retail
initiative with The Sports Authority is
innovative on a real-time level. Sports
Authority’s “The League” loyalty members
are rewarded for completing activities
within Under Armour’s MapMyFitness app.
The interactive challenge for Under Armour
Connected Fitness users enables them to earn
loyalty points and rewards in-store at Sports
Authority. This is a win-win for the brand, its
retail partner and consumers.
Octopus Arms and a Perfect Fit for Uvex
We often hear brands talk about getting the
“perfect fit.” But in no product is this more
vital than in a helmet. In its latest freeride
helmet offering, Uvex has built a snowsports
helmet with a fit that borrows some “tentacle”
like design cues. The Uvex Jakk+ helmet
with Octo+ technology is a lightweight, hard
shell helmet. What makes it unique is its
ability to attach and adapt to the user’s head
automatically.
The patented Octo+ adaptation system
attaches itself firmly to the wearer’s head by
incorporating an inner layer that mimics the
arms of an octopus. With elastic lamellae that
enclose the head from all sides and contract
after putting the helmet on, the Octo+
guarantees a comfortable fit in every situation
with excellent hold and no slipping, thus
increasing safety, according to the brand. The
revolutionary impact resistant and lightweight
design saves weight to increase efficiency and
lower the risk of injury during falls with high
transverse forces.
No matter the shape of the user’s head,
the helmet (MSRP $219.99) adapts to each
sportsinsightmag.com

Nathan focuses its innovation on very runner-specific needs in its new lighting systems.

individual shape – automatically. Having three
different shell sizes in combination with the
patented octo+ adaptation system makes the
helmet even more versatile.
Running Safety Gets Love from Nathan
Nathan Sports, a running category leader
in hydration, visibility and performance gear,
recently debuted its first-ever headlamps
designed specifically for runners, by runners.
The headlamps are available in three styles —
the Halo Fire, Nebula Fire and Nebula Fire with
Crossover Kit. What makes these headlamps
innovative? It’s the run-specific features that
allow morning, nighttime and winter runners
the ability to see, be seen and communicate.
Though traditional headlamps designed
for hiking and backpacking have long been
used for running, sacrifices were made
in stability, comfort and performance.
Through deliberate research and working
with professional runners, Nathan keyed
into the nuances and needs of nighttime and
early morning runners. The end result is a
collection of headlamps designed specifically
for runners, featuring state-of-the-art
technology that produces the ideal “Run
Right Light.”
The headlamps have Auto-Strobe, and
when the Auto-Strobe sensor is engaged,
significant changes in ambient light – such
as an oncoming car’s headlights – will
activate the safety strobe mode. This feature
allows runners the ability to automatically
communicate their position to oncoming
traffic, alerting drivers to a runner’s presence
on the road.
A touch-free RunWave setting allows runners
to cycle through lighting modes without
breaking stride. By simply waving a hand in
front of the headlamp, runners can change
sportsinsightmag.com

the intensity of light without slowing down to
manipulate buttons.
Geared for both proximity and distance,
Nathan headlamps use custom-made optical
lenses with high-lumen LEDs to ensure optimal
coverage of both the runner’s immediate
vicinity (floodlight) and the path ahead
(spotlight). This makes for a safer run and

Suunto is designing for the everyday adventurer.

decreases the likelihood that a runner will be
surprised by a hidden tree root, curb or rock.
Nathan headlamps retail for $75–$120 and
are available at specialty running shops,
sporting goods and outdoor stores.
Suunto’s Traverse Is for More
Than Just the Hardcore
Anyone paying attention in the outdoor

category knows that building for the
“everyday” is as key today as building for
“Everest” is when it comes to what consumers
are seeking in their products.
That’s the innovative idea behind Suunto’s
newest navigation watches, which the brand
is promoting as being for “the everyday
adventurer.” The new Traverse collection
is still techy, but it simplifies and refines its
features for hikers and trekkers.
The new Traverse watch (MSRP $450)
features simpler navigation tools and
combines traditional outdoor functions
with GPS/GLONASS navigation in a modern
construction. An updated navigation
experience is enhanced with topographic
maps available in Suunto Movescount, making
route planning easy and simple.
“In the past, outdoor adventures mainly
meant challenging expeditions or climbing
big mountains. With the emergence of a new
generation of active outdoor men and women,
there has been a shift to more accessible
adventures that focus on enjoyment and new
experiences,” explains Petteri Hernelahti,
Suunto outdoor business line manager. ”With
the Suunto Traverse, we want to help outdoor
enthusiasts gain the confidence to explore. We
have focused a lot on the ease of use with the
Traverse and we want to remove the barriers
and uncertainty that may be in the way of
enjoyable adventures.”
The ability of the watch to follow the
progress of a route while on the trail with
key statistics includes features such as
altitude, distance and logging points of
interest with one push of a button from any
view. The automatic breadcrumb trail feature
ensures the ability to re-trace steps when
needed. Alerts, such as storm alarm, are
made noticeable by vibration, keeping noise
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Bauerfeind worked with renowned surgeon Dr. James
Andrews on a product to help pitchers protect their arms.

disturbance to a minimum. The backlight
component can be activated in an extra bright
flashlight mode to find essentials or check a
map in the dark.
For everyday users, the Traverse comes
with activity tracking, providing daily step
and calorie counts. The watch is compatible
with Suunto Movescount App for iOS and
Android, allowing notifications of incoming
calls, texts and push notifications to be sent
directly to the watch. Also, adjustments to
the settings of the watch and transferring
recorded activities to Movescount can be
done on-the-go through the app.
Bauerfeind Protects Pitchers Arms
For more than a decade, Dr. James
Andrews has strongly cautioned the baseball
community against what he calls a “Tommy
John surgery epidemic,” and how overuse and
fatigue can lead to ulnar collateral ligament
injuries in young athletes.
Baseball fans know Dr. Andrews as the
leading orthopedic surgeon for MLB players.
He has performed thousands of Tommy John
surgeries throughout his career and serves
as an advocate for extended safety measures
for youth baseball players. As a leading
orthopedic surgeon and founder of the
Andrews Institute for Orthopedic Medicine,
Andrews has taken a strong stance against
extended throwing times and year-round
seasons for all youth baseball players.
His work to help prevent these life-altering
injuries left him searching for a solution
not just for prevention of UCL strains and
sprains, but as an alternative treatment for
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Tommy John surgery and to help athletes
who have undergone the surgery with their
recovery. Working closely with Bauerfeind
USA, Andrews helped develop EpiTrain
PowerGuard, the world’s first elbow support
that helps prevent hyperextension for
throwing athletes. The functional elbow brace
is the first of its kind on the market, and
the support is something Andrews says his
patients have needed for years.
“The Bauerfeind EpiTrain PowerGuard
brace was developed with my supervision
to be a functional brace for a lot of different
athletes,” Andrews says, noting that he
envisions athletes in softball, football, javelin
throwing and cheerleading also benefitting
from the brace. “There’s really a big need for
it, but we’ve never had anything we could use
before.”
The EpiTrain PowerGuard features
an individually adjustable Boa closure
system that cushions the elbow to prevent
hyperextension. The Bauerfeind Knit sleeve is
extremely soft, comfortable and functional for
wear during practice or games and provides
medically effective compression that aids
proprioception and helps reduce pain and
swelling.
“You can tighten [the Boa closure system
dial above] the elbow and prevent extension,
and the Bauerfeind Knit can help you control
swelling that occurs around the elbow as well
as prevention of hyperextension,” he says.
The product (MSRP $199.95) is available
at BaseballExpress.com and Bauerfeind.com,
with more retailers being added.
Based in Georgia, Bauerfeind USA, a

Zamst’s new Filmista
offers flyweight and
ultrathin support
structure for the ankle.

subsidiary of German parent Bauerfeind AG,
aims to bring medical and sports together;
the company actively works with medical
experts to get the right product designed with
the patient in mind. The Bauerfeind motto is
“Motion is Life.”
Flyweight Protection from Zamst
Zamst, a leader in high-performance
sports prevention and protective equipment,
received the 2015-2016 ISPO Accessories
Award for its new Filmista ankle support
product. Constructed with a multi-layer fusion
of flexible urethane layers of film technology,
the Filmista (MSRP $39.99), standing for Film
+ Stability, provides a flyweight and ultrathin
support structure for the ankle. This Filmista
fusion process encases two micro layers of
urethane support that simulates a taping
process that allows for compression and low
profile ankle support.
“We are always looking to innovate, and
move beyond progressive updates,” says
Bryan Smeltzer, GM of Zamst Americas. “By
introducing our new Filmista ankle support,
we feel we have achieved the next evolution
of technology within our category.“
What sets this product apart from the
competition? “The Filmista integrates a
dual layer fusion stabilizer technology
with a flex film construction to achieve the
unique combination of a superlite, variable
compression support, with a second skin
feel,” explains Zamst product specialist Dawn
Ferreira. “By engineering these technologies
into the Filmista design, we are able to
simulate the taping process, and offer a
sportsinsightmag.com
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SUPER INNOVATION
a stylish garment — it successfully melds
modern innovation with an iconic look.
It’s a leading step in what will be a long
race to produce smart apparel and weareable
tech garments that consumers want to wear.
And it is another step in the drive towards
wearable tech in apparel rather than in digital
wearables such as bracelets.
Because of the high cost initially, it makes
sense that luxury brands might be at the front
of the pack for wearable tech apparel.
Research firm Gartner predicts that sales
of smart garments could rise to about $4.97
billion in 2020 from about $1 million in 2013.
The shirt tracks workouts in real time. It
can tell heart rate, breathing depth, calories
burned, steps taken and activity level. The
app, available free on iTunes, reacts and sets
cardio, strength or agility workouts based on
those data. The shirt can be machine washed
after its detachable module is removed and
then air-dried.
The PoloTech shirt from Ralph Lauren is the most high-profile
“smart apparel” shirt to hit the market.

DonJoy Performance burst onto the scene this year with a line
of innovative sports med products.

a smartphone app. No cords or additional
attachments required. A small sensor is
embedded directly inside of the ball that can
track shooting and performance stats, such as
shots taken, shots made, two-pointers, threepointers and free throws.
Part of the innovation is also the fun aspect
of Wilson’s app, which helps merge the
athleticism of playing ball with the digital
draw of video-game-like app options. The app
includes game modes that let you play against
a “ghost” player or buzzer beater options
where it is you against the clock. There’s
even crowd noise and sports commentator
observations, including a “clank” noise if a
shot ends up being a brick.
Data after each shooting session can also be
shared on social media with friends or even
coaches. Bringing tech and sport together is
an innovative step, which we expect to see

much more of in the year ahead.

ASICS’ GEL-FujiEndurance trail shoe has PlasmaGuard, a new
patented technology that keeps shoes clean from rain and
mud without sacrificing breathability.
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Ralph Puts Smart Shirt into Play
The shirt has a hefty price tag and in
its initial iteration may be more gimmick
than hot-seller. But as tech-infused apparel
becomes reality (it will in 2016), Ralph
Lauren’s PoloTech Shirt has to be recognized
as setting a new bar high for smart shirts.
A version of the shirt first came to the
forefront when ball boys at the U.S. Open wore
them on court. Then this past fall, the shirt
became available to consumers, priced at
nearly $300. Silver fibers woven directly into the
fabric read heart rate and breathing depth and
balance, as well as other key metrics, which are
streamed to a device such as an iPhone via a
detachable, Bluetooth-enabled black box. The
PoloTech App offers live biometrics, adaptive
workouts and more. And the shirt looks like

ASICS Comes Clean
The GEL-FujiEndurance trail shoe from
ASICS, coming in 2016, has more than just
a traction and trail story, it also features a
new patented PlasmaGuard technology that
ensures no matter how muddy the shoes get
they’ll come clean easily. Without sacrificing
breathability and flexibility you can literally
dip this shoe in mud and the upper will come
out clean.
“In testing, we actually had white versions
made and we had them run through mud
and you just spray it down and it completely
comes out clean and dry,” says Westin
Galloway, product specialist, running
footwear at ASICS America.
The shoe (MSRP $180) has a techy lug
pattern, too, and a heel clutch system
integrated into its midsole for stability and
support, making it good on flat trail or on up
and downs.
“It’s a high-end trail shoe,” says Galloway.
“It puts us in that market on a little bit of a
different level.”
DonJoy’s New Take on Sports Med
The DonJoy Performance brand was
launched earlier this year at retail by
DJO Global, a leading orthopedic medical
technology company.
The product line has a slick look and
medical bona fides to back it up. It includes
new takes on braces, sleeves, compression
and protection.
Its Webtech braces feature patented
silicone technology surrounding and
suspending the knee joint. “We developed
DonJoy Performance to help athletes stay
healthy, perform better, remain injury-free
and return to play faster,” says Toby Bost,
president of DJO Consumer. O
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Measuring Up
The NFL is the world’s most popular
sports brand. And Nike is the
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world’s 14th most popular brand.
That’s according to social media
analytics from Infegy, a provider of
social media intelligence technology
for major brands, ad agencies
and market researchers. Infegy’s
“The World’s 50 Most Popular
Brands” year-over-year report is
based on data compiled through
the company’s social media
analytics platform that leverages
advanced algorithms to deliver
brand and consumer insights. The
report analyzed more than 800
brands worldwide and drew on
millions of online conversations
and analysis to determine the
brands people talk about most;
overall positivity and negativity
surrounding each brand; levels
of positive purchase intent; the
topics people reference most
when talking about brands; and
rankings based on several metrics,
including volume and sentiment.
The top four brands have remained
unchanged since 2012 — Google,
Twitter, Apple and Facebook, in
that order. Google has been the top
brand since 2009, except in 2010
when Apple was first.

O

NOTEWORTHY:
The top brands discussed by males: NFL, MLB, NBA.
In May 2015 FIFA jumped 33 spots during intense news coverage of the soccer governing body’s corruption scandal. Positive sentiment for FIFA dropped from 70 percent to 58 percent.
The NFL rated 15 percent on “levels of positive purchase intent” (example: I want to buy this); highest among sports-related brands on the list.
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